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If you’ve ever been a weary traveler,
whether for business or pleasure, you’ll
appreciate these personal reflections
written by a kindred spirit, a multi-million
mile flier. In a time of ever escalating
aggravations and frustrations for
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“I read the first 100 pages of TLC on my trip back East
…I love it…A couple of times I actually laughed out
loud on the airplane… I am looking forward to the airplane ride home tomorrow so I can finish reading the
book… I want to order more to sell at our gift shop.”
		
Marriott hotel General Manager

By
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40-Year
Road
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2nd printing

“TLC is a wonderful compilation of “life Lessons” gleaned over many years that are invaluable
as they are enjoyable.” 				
Corporate Human Resources Executive
“Reading TLC I often found myself laughing out loud – other times reduced to tears.”
							
University Professor of Accounting
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Dr. Zach Clements, a former university professor, has been an inspirational speaker for
more than 40 years. As such, he has travelled to each of the 50 states, all provinces of
Canada, as well as to European, South American and Asian countries. When he’s not
“on the road” he can be found semi-relaxing at his home in South Burlington, Vermont.
When he’s not outside jogging in his shorts - year-round - he presides in the kitchen
for family and friends.
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